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Synopsis

Features & Benefits- With more than 3 million copies in print, the Prayers That Avail Much, brand is a proven market performer!- Fresh, beautiful packaging makes these small yet powerful prayer books perfect gifts and giveaways.- New pocket editions are great spiritual pick-ups for people on the go!
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Customer Reviews

I probably bought 20 or more of these books and past them out to my friends as gifts. The prayers are excellent and if you want to learn how to pray with power, this book will get you there. The prayers are biblically focused with Bible references and they cover various areas of our life that are so direct and totally awesome.

The prayers in all Germaine Copeland’s books are all based on God’s Word. Every prayer gives scripture reference. We are taught to pray the answer not the problem. The book is a great guide in how to pray.

I found this book a learning tool for myself and others when praying for specific problem and cannot find the words. I email a prayer to someone struggling. Our prayer group will agree to pray a certain prayer for troubled or ill friends at the same time each day.
Love the book with its ability to reference scripture to physical and spiritual position. It has a good ability to address most conditions the believer would be in and provide scripture and reference for a good amounts of occasions. Excellent as a reference book for prayer spiritual enlightenment and meditation. Love praying with scripture. Found it to be a great reference book.

Life Changing.....power in confessing Truth and Hope....Life and Death are in the power of the tongue ! Praying the scriptures out loud have amazing effects in the atmosphere and in our minds. All the work is done in this edition....look up a specific need or situation...all of the scriptures are right there to pray and believe. This book is a friend , a counselor and a weapon.

I was so satisfied with my own book of Prayers That Avail Much for Women that I started purchasing them for others. It really taught me how to use the Bible for prayer. Highly recommend any of the series.

I would have liked to have known that the book was a mini book.and the print was microscopic. the book size was about 4" x 6"the same as a photograph. the book content is great but for me it will not be something I can use since the print is too small.I will be giving it now as a gift to a young man.

Gave as a gift. This has a lot of good inspiration and comfort, that help suppor you with what ever you are going through at the time.
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